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Grab Professionally Designed MiniSite Templates With My Brand New Package : MiniSite GraFX Pro

Volume II Here's How You Can Get Your Hands On The MRR and PLR Of 5 Brand New Professionally

Designed MiniSites For Just Pocket Change! No, that's not a misprint above. I'm about to give you an

incredible deal. I'm not going to try to razzle-dazzle you with a mile long sales letter, loaded with my

buddies' testimonials and a million bonuses that'll only make your hard drive choke. No, I'm not going to

do that. Time is valuable, and I wanted to give you this special offer as a helping hand to you. I know you

need good, professionally designed minisite graphics that you can use and adapt to your needs, and sell,

if you want to, so you can make some cash, too. MiniSite GraFX Pro Volume II Is Your Answer! So here's

the deal...I'm offering you 5 MiniSite templates with professionally designed Header, Footer, Product Box,

Testimonial Box, Video Testimonial Box, Bullets, and Buy Button. You can modify and edit them all you

want, to suit your purposes as I'm including all the .psd files for you! That means, if you have Photoshop,

Corel PhotoPaint, or other programs capable of editing Photoshop files, you can completely change the

appearance of each of the templates. Customize them all you want. Change colors, change backgrounds,

add your own images, ect. Use any, all or none of the extra elements I've included. You can do it all! You

can use these templates for Niche sites, sales pages, whatever you need them for! For licensing reasons,

the photos you see in the templates are together on a seperate layer in the .psd files, and cannot be

extracted, or used seperately. Want to use different photos? No problem, just turn off the "Photo Layer"

and right underneath is a layer that looks exactly like the Photo Layer, minus the photos. Put your own

photos on that layer, and you're good to go! No Photoshop? I've got you covered. You can still change

the text on the templates, as I've also included blank .jpg and .png files for the headers and footers for

each template. Add your text to them and replace the current files with your new ones. Easy! Now it's time

to see the MiniSite Templates. You can see all the templates below. I have to tell you, I've loaded each

template page with all the elements I've included, so the pages were pretty long. Screenshots put here of

the complete pages would probably take a while to load, especially for dial-up users, so I've just shown

the top portions of the templates below. You can see a full length screenshot (reduced in size) of each
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template by clicking on the link below the short screenshots on this page. That'll give you a really good

idea of what you're really getting in this deal. Remember, I'm offering all 5 of these templates, complete

with blank .jpg and .png files for the headers and footers, and all the .psd files for all the graphics.
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